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The article that is reproduced in this appendix is a general paper addressing liquefaction 
hazards in the Wasatch Front Region of north-central Utah (Keaton and Anderson, 1995). 
The relevant part of this article for the Brightwater project is on pages 462 to 464. This 
part describes a construction excavation in Murray, Utah, which exposed evidence of 
liquefaction-induced permanent ground deformation in deep-water sediments of Lake 
Bonneville (probably on the order of 15,000 years old). This location is more than one 
mile from the Wasatch fault and probably more than 5 miles from the West Valley fault; 
surface faulting is not suspected to be a factor contributing to the deformation at this 
location. 
 
The construction excavation log on Figure 6 in the attached article shows small-scale 
reverse and normal faults that may have some component of lateral slip and impressive 
folding with essentially no dikes or injection features of liquefied sand or silt. The 
amplitude of the fold between Sta. 29 m and Sta. 35 m is greater than 2 m. Sand layers in 
this fold are overturned.  
 
Strong earthquake shaking in the immediate vicinity of the construction excavation 
undoubtedly occurred repeatedly during the past 15,000 years, including at times when 
the location was submerged by lake water, as well as after the lake receded. Significant 
compressive stresses and soft-sediment deformation must have occurred at this location 
to produce the geologic conditions documented on the construction excavation log. 
 




































